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Albert: “Dio non gioca a dadi con l'universo.” 

Niels: “Non dire a Dio come deve giocare.” 

Meanwhile two guys are wasting time talking 
about the Two Chief World Systems 
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Mariastella: […] “alla costruzione del 
tunnel tra il Cern e i laboratori del Gran 
Sasso” […] 

Luckily, someone else does the dirty job! 
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We do both 

climb or marbles game with MAGIC 
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Mostly of the Cherenkov telescopes 
look like these 
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• Originally (1957) 
proposed for solar 
concentrators. 

• Single reflection. 

• Discontinuous optical 
surface. 

• Many identical 
spherical mirrors 
accommodated on a 
spherical structure 
with the curvature 
being half of the 
mirrors one. 

• Better performances 
for off-axis rays when 
compared to a 
spherical or parabolic 
layout. 

The Davies-Cotton layout 



Alt-Az mount 

alt: −20° ÷ 100° 

az: ±270° 

The structures 



Stow/safety position 

(below) Horizon pointing, toward North 

N 

S 

N 

S 

Pros: 
- easy access to camera body; 
- no Sunlight concentration; 
- no accumulation of snow 
Cons: 
- wind effect 
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Foundation 

The structures 



Elevation Fork 

Aluminum tubes 

Stainless still tubes 
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Azimuth drive system 

Azimuth motor 

The structures 



Pillar 

Counterweights 

Foundation 

Azimuth drive system 

Elevation drive system 
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Elevation drive system 

The structures 



Extract from “CTA Design Study” 
arXiv/1008.3703 
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Dish structure 

Lattice structure: stainless steel 

Lattice structure: carbon fiber 

The structures 



Camera mast 

Quadrupod 

Arch 

The structures 



Layout:   array with 4 telescopes 

Mirror area:  4 × 108 m2 

Site:   The Khomas Highland of Namibia 

Location: 23°16’18” S, 16°30’00” E at 1800 m asl 

Operating since:  2002 (array in 2004) 

Website: http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/ 
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Layout:   array with 4 telescopes 

Mirror area:  4 × 110 m2 

Site:   Coronado National Forest, Arizona 

Location: +31°40’30” N, -110°57’8” E at 1268 m asl 

Operating since:  2003 (array in 2007) 

Website: http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/index.php 

Current experiments 
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Layout:   array with 2 telescopes 

Mirror area:  2 × 236 m2 

Site:   Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma, Canary Islands 

Location: +28°45’42” N, -17°53’25” E at 2200 m asl 

Operating since:  2004 (array in 2009) 

Website: http://magic.mppmu.mpg.de/ 

Current experiments 
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(a) Azimuth motor (b) Zenith motor

(c) CFRP tubes (d) SBIG camera

Figure 2.3: Themount and drive system. In figure (a) one can see the azimuthal motor, mounted

on the circular rail. In figure (b), the zenith motor drives the elevat ion and ismounted on theGothic

aluminum arc. Figure (c) shows the joints between the CFRP tubes and the aluminum knots and

figure (d) shows the open box of the SBIG camera, which cont rols the act ive mirror reposit ioning

system.

inner sect ion up to 1.2◦ radius, and 180 PMTs of type 9117 and 1.5 ∅ for the outer part of

the camera. A sketch of the camera and the two PMT types are shown in Figures 2.4. The

PMTs of a hemispherical cathode were enhanced in quantum efficiency (QE) with a diffuse

lacquer doped with P–Terphenyl shift ing theshort waveUV component of theCherenkov light

into the spectral range of larger sensit ivity [19]. In order to minimize losses due to the dead

space between the densely packed PMTs, hex-to-round light concentrators were used, which

added a further increase of the QE by deflect ing many photons such that their t rajectory

passed the semit ransparent photocathode twice. The mean QE of the ent ire system (mirror,

camera window, cone, effect ive PMT QE) between 300 and 600 nm was 15%. The 6 dynode

PMTswere operated at a gain of ∼ 3 104 in order to allow also observat ions at modest moon
shine [1]. Finally, the fast PMT signals are converted back into opt ical signals by means of

largedynamic VCsels operat ing in theanalog modeand routed via 160 m long opt ical fibers to

the80 m distant count ing house. At the count ing house the opt ical signals are converted back

into elect ronic signals, split and routed to the trigger branch and to the fast digit izat ion and

recording system. The trigger is two-fold: in level–0 the PMT analog signals are converted

into logical signals once the signals exceed a 5-8 overlapping photoelect rons threshold. Level–

1 is dedicated to the t ime-coincidence topological reconstruct ion of the signal in the camera:
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38 2. TECHNICALDESCRIPTION OFTHEMAGIC TELESCOPES

2.2.1 The Mounting and Drive System

The reflector frame sat isfies at the same t ime four main demands: a) it is very large, b) it is

light–weight , c) it is very st if f and d) it allows for fast reposit ioning. The space frame ismade

from carbon fiber reinforced plast ic (CFRP) tubes and has a weight of only 5.5 tons. CFRP

is a very strong but light composite reinforced fiber, similar to Fibreglass . The tubes are

joined with aluminum knotsas shown in Figure2.3(c). TheCFRP construct ion is about three

t imes st iffer and has less than a third of theweight of an equivalent steel construct ion [4]. The

st ructure of an alt -azimuth design is mounted on a circular rail of 19 m ∅ . The telescope can
be moved from − 80◦ to 105◦ in declinat ion and 450◦ in azimuth. The camera at a distance

of around 17 m from the reflector is carried by a single aluminum tubular arc. The weight

of the camera is around half a ton, and the small bending, unavoidable during the telescope

tracking, is corrected via a re-orientat ion of the mirror. Two motors control the mot ion in

azimuth and one motor the zenith mot ion with a maximum power consumpt ion of ∼ 7 kW

per motor, see Figure 2.3(a), 2.3(b). The angular posit ions are controlled by absolute shaft -

encoders of 14-bit precision/ 360◦ . In addit ion, a starguider camera, shown in Figure 2.3(d),

mounted at the centre of the reflector, monitors the posit ioning of the telescope by viewing

both the camera of the telescope and the corresponding sect ion of the sky star-field [16]. The

lightweight st ructure allows for very fast reposit ioning of the telescope to any posit ion in the

sky within ∼ 30 s. This challenging feature was designed to instant ly react to Gamma-Ray

Burst (GRB) alerts from dedicated satellites detect ing GRBs in the KeV/ MeV domain.

2.2.2 The Reflec tor and Deta ils on itsConstruc tion

The17 m diameter reflector (17 m focal distance) follows a parabolic profilewhich was chosen

to maintain the temporal st ructure of the shower light flashes. The reflector of MAGIC I is

tessellated and comprises 956 mirrors with a total area of 234 m2. Each mirror is a square of

0.495 m side length and has a spherical profile whose radius of curvature is opt imized for the

posit ion in the telescope to best approximate the paraboloid. MAGIC I mirrors are grouped

onto panels of 4 or 3 elements and each panel can be moved by the Act ive Mirror Control

system (AMC) [6]. The AMC was designed to correct small deformat ions of the mirror

support dish during telescope posit ioning and tracking. The mirrors are an all-aluminum,

light weight sandwich construct ion composed of an Al-skin and an Al-box and filled with a

Hexcell honeycomb structure [9]. A heat ing wire mesh, embedded in the sandwich, can be

switched on in cases of dew or ice deposits on the mirrors. The total power consumpt ion for

heat ing theent ire reflector is40 KW. Thereflect ing aluminum surfaceof themirror elements is

diamond turned using the so-called fly-cut ter technique, which provides an average roughness

of 4 nm and a mean reflect ivity of 85%. The surface of the mirrors was coated with a thin

layer of quartz (with someadmixtureof carbon) for protect ion against corrosion and acid rain.

Very lit t le degradat ion (< 3%/ year) of the reflect ivity was observed after 4 years exposure

to the atmosphere at La Palma. The overall adjusted reflector has, for an infinite point -like

source, a point spread funct ion (PSF) of the reflected spot of ∼ 10 mm φ at the camera of

the telescope.

A more complete descript ion of the telescope opt ics and mirrors, which is a relevant part

of my PhD act ivit ies, is left to a dedicated sect ion (Chapters 3 and 4).

2.2.3 Camera and read-out

The camera of the MAGIC I telescope has a 3.6◦ field of view (FOV) and comprises 576

photomult ipliers with 396 1 ∅ PMTs from Electron Tubes Ltd of type 9116 covering the
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42 2. TECHNICALDESCRIPTION OFTHEMAGIC TELESCOPES

an intense voltage drop of 8 kV. The electron hits an avalanche photon detector (APD)

where the signal is amplified with a total gain of around 5, 000. TheHPDs have a much

higher quantum efficiency than PMT, bet ter single–photon resolut ion and are almost

free of after–pulses.

Figure 2.5: The MAGIC II camera, t rigger and photomult ipliers photocathode efficiency.

Elect r onics The signal from the PMTs is transmit ted via opt ical cable to the count ing

house, where receiver boards convert the signal back into charge, as for MAGIC I. The

signal, after some trigger logic, is digit ized with Domino I I I chips, which sample the

signal at 2 GHz. TheL1 trigger board (topological t rigger) was adapted from MAGIC I

for an increased trigger area. For the moment, the topological next–neighbors logic

has been implemented, whereas different logics could be adapted in the future [7]. The

calibrat ion is performed with an ult ra–bright laser mounted on the main reflector and

controlled remotely. A diffusing sphere is mounted in front of the laser to illuminate

homogeneously the MAGIC I I camera.

M ir r or s The MAGIC I I reflector is composed of two types of mirrors: 143 full–aluminum

mirrors similar to MAGIC I mirrors but with a larger area of 1 m2 and improved design

and 104 cold–slumped glass–aluminum sandwich developed at INAF–Milano. Thework

on MAGIC I I reflector and mirrors is themost relevant act ivity I performed during the

PhD. This is therefore, dealt with in greater detail in the following two chapters 3 and

4.
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The solutions adopted for CTA 

LST 

MST 

SSTs 



Parameter Min Value Max Value 

Temperature range -25°C +60°C 

Winds speed 0 km/h 200 km/h 

Humidity 0% 100% 

Snow, ice 

Hail 

Sandblasting 

UV radiation 

The mirrors 



The mirrors 



Parameter Cherenkov Optical 

Optical quality few arcmin sub-arcsec 

Areal density 20 kg/m2 70 kg/m2 

Cost 2 k€/m2 100-300 k€/m2 

The mirrors 



Front glass sheet 

Al honeycomb core 

Back glass sheet 

PVD coating 

Al + SiO2 

The cold glass slumping technique 



The cold glass slumping technique 

Aluminum master 1040 x 1040 mm 

Points: 392 

P-V: 21.5 μm 

RMS: 4.6 μm 
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